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Method for designing optimised multi-channel grating structures

Field of the invention

The present invention relates broadly to methods for designing multi-channel grating

structures in waveguides and to multi-channel grating structures in waveguides.

Background of the invention

Multi-channel grating structures are typically written into photosensitive waveguides. A

typical multi-channel grating structure comprises variations in the refractive index of the

photosensitive waveguide over the dimensions of the photosensitive waveguide. The

refractive index variations are induced by exposing the waveguide to an appropriate

pattern of radiation, such as UV light.

Various applications for waveguides require multi-channel grating structures with

different spectral characteristics, such as reflection, transmission and group delay

characteristics. The profile of refractive index variation over the dimensions of the

waveguide determines the optical characteristics of the multi-channel grating structure.

A design process is used to analytically or numerically obtain a profile of refractive index

variation which, when written to a photosensitive waveguide, results in a grating

structure with the desired spectral characteristics.

The materials used to produce photosensitive waveguides are capable of only a limited

maximum photo-induced refractive index change. As a result, when designing a multi-

channel grating structure, a challenge is to develop a multi-channel grating structure

that, on one hand, satisfies the desired spectral characteristics and, on the other hand,

has as small as practically possible peak of the refractive index variation (apodisation

profile).

One approach to designing multi-channel grating structures is to use periodic sampling.

The periodic sampling design method involves the periodic sampling of a single grating

structure to produce a multi-channel grating structure. The sampling process involves

periodic modulation of the amplitude and/or phase of the single-channel grating



structure in the spatial domain and is analogous to the repeat superposition of grating

structures. The periodic sampling method produces a resulting refractive index profile

which is inherently periodic in its lower frequency component.

Periodic sampling allows the maximum refractive index change required for the grating

to be reduced in comparison to non-optimised designs. Despite this, periodic sampling

has several disadvantages. The periodic sampling design method yields a grating

structure with spectral characteristics that are only approximately close to the desired

multi-channel spectral characteristics. Depending on the particular multi-channel grating

being designed, there may be significant deviations from the desired multi-channel

spectral characteristics. Furthermore, periodic sampling cannot be used to directly

design multi-channel gratings with non-identical group delay characteristics.

More recently, the design of multi-channel grating structures by dephasing reflection

spectra in the spectral domain has been proposed. Using this design method, the

desired reflection spectrum is described as a number of partial reflective spectra. The

partial single spectra are then de-phased with respect to each other in the spectral

domain to reduce the maximum refractive index variation to an optimal value, Out-of-

band areas of the reflection spectrum can be suppressed or included depending on the

design requirements. Inverse scattering analysis is used to reconstruct the profile of

refractive index variation in the spatial domain from the de-phased partial reflection

spectra.

The spectral dephasing design method overcomes some of the disadvantages

associated with periodic sampling. Inverse scattering analysis achieves an exact

translation from the spectral domain to the spatial domain. Consequently grating

structures designed using this method possess a reflection spectrum which closely

matches the desired reflection spectrum. In addition, it is possible to design multi¬

channel grating design with non-identical group-delay characteristics.

However spectral dephasing does not always result in an optimal maximum refractive

index variation value. In many cases, spectral dephasing does not minimise the

maximum refractive index variation to the extent possible. In particular, it has been



found that the spectral dephasing design method does not result in an optimal

maximum refractive index variation when designing multi-channel grating structures with

channel to channel group delay which does not vary slowly or channel spacing which is

not substantially equidistant.

Figures 5(a) to (d) show a multi-channel grating structure designed according to the

process described in PCT/AU02/00307 which is assigned to the Applicant. Figures 6(a)

to (d) show a multi-channel grating structure designed according to the process

described in PCT/AU03/00959. As can be seen in both cases, the maximum refractive

index variation of the grating structure is poorly optimised, to the extent that designs of

the type illustrated in Figs 5(a) to (d) are impractical and difficult to achieve for most

types of currently known grating fabrication techniques.

Reference to any background art in the specification is not, and should not be taken as,

an acknowledgement, or suggestion, that this background art forms part of the common

genera] knowledge in Australia or any other jurisdiction or that this background art could

reasonably be expected to be ascertained, understood and regarded as relevant by a

person skilled in the art.

Summary of the invention

It is an object of the present invention to substantially overcome, or at least ameliorate,

one or more disadvantages of existing arrangements.

According to a first aspect of the invention there is provided a method of designing a

multi-channel grating structure with at least one specified spectral characteristic in a

photosensitive material, the multi-channel grating structure having at least one free

spectral characteristic which is not a specified spectral characteristic, the method

including:

a) providing an initial value for the or each free spectral characteristic;

b) providing an initial multi-channel grating function which describes an initial multi¬

channel grating structure in the photosensitive material by applying a spectral to



spatial domain algorithm to the at least one specified predetermined spectral

characteristic and using the at least one initial value;

c) providing a target multi-channel grating function which describes a target multi¬

channel grating structure in the photosensitive material;

d) providing an updated value for the or each initial value with reference to the

spectral characteristics of the target multi-channel grating function;

e) providing an updated multi-channel grating function which describes an updated

multi-channel grating structure in the photosensitive material by applying a

spectral to spatial domain algorithm to the at least one predetermined spectral

characteristic and using the at least one updated value; and

f ) outputting, after at least one iteration of steps a) to e), the updated multi-channel

grating function to describe the multi-channel grating structure.

Preferably, the process of determining the at least one updated value includes:

determining an interim reflection spectrum of the target multi-channel grating

function by applying a spatial to spectral domain algorithm to the target multi¬

channel grating structure; and

determining the at least one updated value with reference to the interim reflection

spectrum.

Conveniently, the method further includes repeating, until the updated multi-channel

grating function meets predetermined optimisation criteria, steps a) to e), wherein the

free spectral characteristics of step a) are taken from the updated multi-channel grating

function of step e).

The optimisation criteria may relate to a comparison between the target multi-channel

grating structure and the updated multi-channel grating structure.



The target multi-channel grating function may be provided with reference to the initial

multi-channel grating function.

The target multi-channel grating function may be provided such that the target multi¬

channel grating function defines the same area as the initial multi-channel grating

function.

The target multi-channel grating function may be provided such that the target multi¬

channel grating function describes a target multi-channel grating structure which has the

same phase profile as the initial multi-channel grating structure.

The target multi-channel grating function may have a maximum refractive index

variation which is less than a maximum refractive index variation of the initial multi¬

channel grating function.

In one form of the invention, the at least one free spectral characteristic includes relative

phases of a plurality of partial single channel grating functions, each partial single

channel grating function relating to one of the channels of the multi-channel grating

structure;

The at least one initial value may include initial relative phases of a plurality of partial

single channel grating functions, each partial single channel grating function relating to

one of the initial multi-channel grating structure's channels.

The at least one updated value may include updated relative phases of a plurality of

partial single channel grating functions, each partial single channel grating function

relating to one of the updated multi-channel grating structure's channels.

The updated relative phase relating to each of the channels may be provided with

reference to the phase of a reflection spectrum of the target multi-channel grating

function in the centre of the channel.

In one from of the invention the at least one free value may include relative centre

positions of centres of a plurality of partial single channel grating functions, each partial



single channel grating function relating to one of the multi-channel grating structure's

channels;

the at least one initial value may include initial relative centre positions of centres

of a plurality of partial single channel grating functions, each partial single

channel grating function relating to one of the initial multi-channel grating

structure's channels; and

the at least one updated value may include updated relative centre positions of

centres of a plurality of partial single channel grating functions, each partial single

channel grating function relating to one of the updated multi-channel grating

structure's channels.

The updated relative centre positions relating to each of the channels may be provided

with reference to the group delay of a reflection spectrum of the target multi-channel

grating function in the centre of the channel.

The updated value for each of the initial values may be provided by taking a weighted

sum of the initial values and a corresponding spectral characteristic of the target multi¬

channel grating function.

The initial value for each free spectral characteristics may be provided by:

providing an approximate multi-channel grating function which describes an

approximate multi-channel grating structure which is approximately the multi-

channel grating structure, the approximate multi-channel grating function

representing a plurality of partial grating functions, each partial grating function

describing an initial partial grating structure in the photosensitive material and

representing the application of an exact spectral to spatial domain algorithm to a

single channel reflection spectrum function, each single channel reflection

spectrum function describing a portion of the at least one specified spectral

characteristic which relates to a single channel;



providing initial phase shifts for each of the initial partial grating functions for which

optimisation criteria are met, each initial phase shift being a phase shift of the

initial partial grating function relative to a reference phase; and

using the initial phase shifts as one of the initial spectral characteristics.

The method may further include:

determining initial position shifts for each of the initial partial grating functions for

which optimisation criteria are met, each initial position shift being the position of a

centre of the initial partial grating structure described by the initial partial grating

function in the photosensitive material relative to a reference position; and

using the initial position shifts as one of the initial spectral characteristics.

The optimisation criteria may be such that a maximum refractive index variation of the

approximate grating structure is reduced.

The updated multi-channel grating function which describes an updated multi-channel

grating structure in the photosensitive material may be provided by applying a spectral

to spatial domain algorithm to the at least one specified spectral characteristic, using the

at least one updated value and a predetermined out of band reflection spectrum.

According to a second aspect of the invention there is provided a method of designing a

multi-channel grating structure in a photosensitive material, the grating structure having

specified spectral characteristics, the method including:

providing a multi-channel grating design function which describes the multi¬

channel grating structure, the design function representing a plurality of partial

grating functions, each partial grating function describing a partial grating structure

in the photosensitive material;

in which:



each partial grating function represents the application of an exact spectral to

spatial domain algorithm to a single channel reflection spectrum function, each

single channel reflection spectrum function describing a portion of the specified

spectral characteristics which relates to a single channel;

at least one of the partial grating functions is phase shifted by a phase shift relative

to the other partial grating functions; and

at least one of the partial grating functions has a centre grating position in the

photosensitive material which is shifted by a position shift relative to the other

partial grating functions.

At least one and preferably more than one of the partial grating functions may be

substantially different to the other partial grating functions.

The invention further provides a method of designing a multi-channel grating structure in

a photosensitive material, the grating structure having predetermined spectral

characteristics, the method including:

providing a multi-channel grating design function which describes the multi¬

channel grating structure, the design function representing a plurality of partial

grating functions, each partial grating function describing a partial grating structure

in the photosensitive material;

in which:

each partial grating function represents the application of an exact spectral to

spatial domain algorithm to a single channel reflection spectrum function, each

single channel reflection spectrum function describing a portion of the predefined

spectral characteristics which relates to a single channel;

at least one of the partial grating functions is phase shifted by a phase shift relative

to the other partial grating functions; and



at least one of the partial grating functions is different to the other partial grating

functions.

The invention further provides a multi-channel grating structure which is designed

according to any one of the above described methods, and a multi-channel grating

structure with a profile of refractive index variation along at least one dimension which is

designed according to any one of the above described methods.

The invention further provides a multi-channel grating structure with a profile of

refractive index variation along at least one dimension which represents a plurality of

partial gratings functions in which:

each partial grating function represents the application of an exact spectral to

spatial domain algorithm to a single channel reflection spectrum function, each

single channel reflection spectrum function describing a portion of the predefined

spectral characteristics which relate to a single channel,

at least one of the partial grating functions is phase shifted by a phase shift relative

to the other partial grating functions; and

at least one of the partial grating functions has a centre grating position in the

photosensitive material which is shifted by a position shift relative to the other

partial grating functions.

Preferably, at least one of the partial grating functions is substantially different to the

other partial grating functions.

The invention still further provides a non-spatially shifted multi-channel grating structure

having a plurality (N) of channels with at least some channels having substantially non-

identical spectral characteristics, wherein the maximum refractive index variation has an

optimisation limit proportional to the average maximum refractive index change for a

single channel grating structure and the square root of the number of channels N.



Preferably, the optimisation limit of a non-spatially-shifted multi-channel grating

structure is defined by the formula:

where: N = no of channels

An{ x) = maximum refractive index change for a multi-channel grating structure

At av) = average maximum refractive index change for the corresponding partial

single channel grating structures.

All of the channels may have substantially non-identical spectral characteristics.

Brief description of the drawings

An embodiment of the present invention is described below with reference to the

Figures, in which:

Figure 1 shows a flow diagram of a first phase involving a single iteration of an

embodiment of a method for designing optimised multi-channel grating structures;

Figure 2 shows a flow diagram illustrating an iterative version of the design method of

Figure 1;

Figures 3a to 3d show graphical representations of characteristics of a multi-channel

grating structure designed according to the methods of Figures 1 and 2, illustrating at

3(a) a reflection spectrum, at 3(b) the group delay of a grating structure, at 3(c) the

refractive index variation of a grating structure, and at 3(d), the variation in phase along

the grating structure ( for the case presented in Figure 3 it is assumed that neither

relative spatial shifts between partial gratings nor out-band additional (small) spectral

channels are allowed by the corresponding specifications (i.e. only relative phase shifts

are utilised in the optimisation procedure));



Figures 4a to 4d show characteristics of a second multi-channel grating structure

designed using the methods of Figures 1 and 2 showing, respectively, a reflection

spectrum, the group delay, the variation in refractive index and the phase variation (for

the case presented in Figure 4 it is assumed that both relative spatial shifts between

partial gratings and out-band additional (small) spectral channels are allowed by the

corresponding specifications (i.e. a broad range of design free parameters are utilised in

the optimisation procedure));

Figures 5a to 5d show a related art multi-channel grating structure illustrating,

respectively, a reflection spectrum, the group delay, the variation in refractive index and

the variation in phase;

Figures 6a to 6d show a further related art multi-channel grating structure illustrating,

respectively, a reflection spectrum, the group delay, the variation in refractive index and

the variation in phase, and

Figure 7 shows a schematic diagram of apparatus for writing a multi-channel grating

structure designed according to the methods of Figures 1 and 2.

Detailed description of the embodiments

The following description refers to preferred embodiments of the present invention. To

facilitate an understanding of the present invention, reference is made to the

accompanying drawings which illustrate preferred embodiments of the present

invention. Similar stages in each figure have been labelled with the same number for

ease of explanation.

The present invention provides a procedure for designing multi-channel grating

structures which reduces the maximum refractive index variation required to write the

grating structure in a photosensitive material. Throughout the specification the concept

of reducing the maximum refractive index variation required for a given grating structure

without changing certain of the spectral characteristics of the grating structure will be

referred to as "optimisation" or "optimising" the design of the grating structure. The

design procedure may be used to optimise grating designs with significantly different



group delay characteristics between the spectral channels and/or substantially non-

equidistant channel spacing. Such grating structures could not be readily optimised

using existing procedures.

Multi-channel grating structures are used in a variety of different applications. For any

given application, a multi-channel grating structure with certain specified spectral

characteristics is generally required. Throughout the specification, these characteristics

will be referred to as "specified". Any multi-channel grating structure designed for that

application must possess the specified spectral characteristics.

However in almost all cases, not all spectral characteristics are specified. Generally

there will be a number of spectral characteristics which are not specified and can be

changed, or changed within a range, without affecting the suitability of the grating

structure for the particular application. Throughout the specification these spectral

characteristics will be referred to as "free".

An example of one application for a multi-channel grating structure is a multi-channel

dispersion compensator. Spectral characteristics which are typically specified for a

multi-channel dispersion compensator include:

(a) the number of channels;

(b) the channel spacing (that is the distance between adjacent channel

centres in the spectral domain);

(c) the channel bandwidth (that is the width of each channel in the spectral

domain);

(d) minimum acceptable reflection strengths within the specified channel

bandwidth;

(e) dispersion values for each channel (often referred to as D2 values);

(f) dispersion slope values (often referred to as D3 values); and



(g) the maximum acceptable group delay ripple level.

Spectral characteristics which are typically not specified or are free include:

(a) the specific shape of the reflection profile in the spectral domain;

(b) group delay values for each spectral channel centre (often referred to as

Di values); and

(c) relative phase shifts for each spectral channel φ, .

The method described herein optimises the design of multi-channel grating structures

by optimising the free spectral characteristics through an iterative process. The

optimisation process requires initial values for the free spectral characteristics. A good

selection of these initial values significantly improves the efficiency and results of the

optimisation process. The initial values can be determined using a pre-optimisation

process which is described below. The initial values for the free spectral characteristics

are then optimised using the iterative approach.

The optimisation process is shown in figures 1 and 2 as a flow diagram. The

optimisation process starts at stage 12 and may be performed by software running on a

computational device, for example a standard computer. The method could also be

implemented in customised hardware such as an ASIC. The next stage 14 is to

determine a function that describes an initial multi-channel grating structure q{ ) {z) .

The function (0) (z) describes the profile of refractive index variation in a photosensitive

material as a function of z, the distance from a reference point. <
(0) (V) is calculated

using the specified spectral characteristics and the initial values for the free spectral

characteristics, which are specified in stages 16 and 18 respectively. A spectral to

spatial domain algorithm is used to determine the multi-channel grating structure q(0) (z)

which has the specified spectral characteristics and the initial values for the spectral

characteristics.



There are a number of spectral to spatial domain algorithms which are suitable for use

in stage 14. One such algorithm is the inverse scattering algorithm. An advantage of

inverse scattering is that a grating structure with exactly the specified spectral

characteristics and the initial values for the spectral characteristics is calculated.

The inverse scattering algorithm is applied to the specified reflection spectrum r(k)

which is, or satisfies, the specified spectral characteristics. r(k) is a function of k, the

wave number, and represents an amplitude component (R(k)) and a phase component

(ψ(k)). For a given reflection spectrum which is defined for the entire spectrum, the

inverse scattering algorithm results in a unique grating structure.

However, a multi-channel reflection spectrum generally consists of N channels, where

the amplitude of the spectrum is negligible between the channels. This means that the

phase component of r(k) is undefined in these regions. Consequently the partial spectral

channels may be phase shifted relative to each other without altering the specified

spectral characteristics within any of the channels. This means that phase shift values

can be freely selected to optimise the multi-channel grating structure. The phase shift of

each of the N partial spectral structures relative to a reference point will be termed φ, ,

where / denotes the channel number. Since φs values do not affect r(k) within the

channels, in almost all instances they will be free spectral characteristics.

When inverse scattering is used to determine qiϋ) (z) from r(k), another characteristic

which can be manipulated is the relative group delays of the centres of each partial

spectral channel (termed values where / denotes the channel number from 1 to N).

Often the values can also be

freely selected to optimise the multi-channel grating structure. Otherwise must be

set to comply with the specified spectral characteristics.

The group delay values of the centers of partial spectral channels are effectively

equivalent to the center positions {z, = — ~ ) f he corresponding partial grating

structures obtained from partial spectra via the inverse scattering algorithm. Thus,



substantially different £>,(/) values effectively results in the partial grating structures

related to each channel being more weakly overlapped. Widely spaced values for the

centre positions Z1 result in a longer multi-channel grating structure. If the multi-channel

grating structure becomes too long, this may be a disadvantage in certain applications.

By introducing phase shifts only, it is possible to approach the previously known

optimisation limit for the maximum refractive index variation of a multi-channel grating

with identical or close to identical spectral channels referred to in PCT/AU03/00959.

This limit is that the maximum refractive index change for the multi-channel grating

structure An ιax) is proportional to the maximum refractive index change for any partial

single-channel grating structure An5 and the square root of the number of channels N,

or:

An°™x> N U 2Ans ( 1 )

The methods described herein allow approaching a similar limit for the case of multi¬

channel gratings with substantially non-identical spectral characteristics. In this case the

optimisation limit is proportional to the average maximum refractive index change for a

single channel grating structure I N and the square root of the number of

channels N1or:

∆ n (max) = N 2 n α ) )

By more weakly overlapping (i.e. shifting spatially with respect to each other) the partial

grating structures, it is possible to reduce the maximum refractive index variation further

beyond this limit and approach:

∆ a ° = N°Anl" ish) = AnJ"gh) (3)

where AnJ{ "gh) represents Ans for the highest single channel which is effectively the limit

for a single-channel grating structure.



To obtain a multi-channel reflection spectrum with the specified channel spacing Ak1,

the reflection spectra for all partial grating structures are appropriately shifted in the

spectral domain and then superimposed, for example:

The strength and width of each channel is allowed to be different from one another. A

number of different models may be used to describe the reflection amplitudes of the

channels. For instance, the reflection amplitudes may be described as the super

Gaussian profiles:

where J s the maximum reflection of the / channel, Ak%
th

is the half-width of the /

channel and p is the order of super-Gaussian shape.

Any phase function of the channels can be expanded in a Taylor series and presented

in the form:

Depending on which spectral characteristics are specified, some or the entire set of the

£>,(/) , D2
(l) , etc coefficients must be selected to comply with those specified spectral

characteristics. For example, in the case of a typical filter design, dephasing angles φ,

and £>,(/) coefficients are not specified and can be chosen arbitrarily. In the case of a

dispersion compensator, it is crucial to fix the dispersion coefficients, i.e. D\l) ( i > 2 ) ,

whereas the rest of the coefficients are not specified. The present invention capitalises

on the flexibility associated with the free spectral characteristics.



In the following description, it will be assumed that £>,(/) (or equivalent^ Z1) is a free

spectral characteristic. If this is not the case, the process must be modified so that z

values are set and are not optimised.

Assuming the free spectral characteristics are φι and ∑, , initial values (0) and zj0) are

provided at stages 16 and 18. The process for determined these initial values is

described in more detail below. q(0) (z) is calculated using inverse scattering for φ ϋ) ,

zj 0) , r(k) and any other relevant specified spectral characteristics.

The function q i0) (z) obtained in stage 14 will likely have a number of high amplitude

peaks and consequently will not be optimised to an acceptable level. In stage 20,

g{0) {z) is replaced with a function describing a target grating structure q(""zel) (z) which

has a more desirable shape. The target grating function q{l eeή (z) is selected so that the

grating structure described has a reduced maximum refractive index variation. q(tm%el) (z)

is selected to have the same invariant area as q(ϋ) (z) and typically keeps the grating

phase profile of q(0) {z) intact. This process can be effectively thought of as smoothing

the amplitude of (0) (z) to determine a new grating structure.

A number of different q(' "εeι) (z) functions may meet these criteria. A preferred function

for qi ' " e°(z) is formed by replacing the amplitude of q (z) with the slowly varying

envelope, q(slow) {z) of q (z) . The slowly varying envelope may be calculated from the

following formula:

i - (7)

where κ\ (z) is the partial grating structure for the channel and the grating phase

profile is kept intact such that:



Another appropriate selection for ('arge ( ) is an apodised (smoothened) square like

shape. The advantage of such a shape is that complete utilisation of the refractive index

photosensitivity is used.

At stage 22, the reflection spectrum of q(lstsel) (z) is calculated using a spatial to spectral

domain algorithm. A number of spatial to spectral domain algorithms are suitable. A

preferred algorithm is direct scattering, since this exactly calculates the resulting

reflection spectrum. The reflection spectrum is used as an interim spectrum, ιΛm e'"" } (k).

At stages 24 and 26, interim values for φ, and Z1 are calculated from r {mte'"") (k). The

interim phase shift values m e"m) are calculated as the phase value of the complex

reflection coefficient of r (ιnte"m) (/c) in the channel centres. The interim centre positions

∑
(mienm)

are calculated using their direct relationship to group delay values of r (Me'"" } (k)

in the channel centres. For example, the following equation is used:

where ψ{k) is calculated from:

Alternatively, averaged or fitted values of (mU"m) and ∑ nu 'm for a series of points about

the channel centres are used to approximate the phase values and group delay values

in the channel centres.

New values φ and z for φ ) and zj 0) are calculated at stages 28 and 30 using a

weighted sum. The weighted sums may be expressed as:



Φ}1) =Φ ) +g Aφ, (11)

where:

φ φ - φ (12)

and

' z =bz?nler
""

) +(l-b)z?) (13)

g and b are weighting coefficients. The use of a weighting sum and weighting

coefficients allows for a better control over the convergence and stability of the iteration

process. It has been found that small weighting coefficients are preferable. An

appropriate range for g is typically between 0.02 and 0.2. If out of band spectral

response is allowed, g should be in the range of 0.05 to 0.2. A smaller value for g

makes convergence of the process safer whilst an increased value for g generally leads

to a faster improvement of the maximum refractive index variation, but sometimes may

lead to iterative scheme divergence b is generally of the same order as g.

Once φ ) and z has been calculated, these values, together with the specified

spectral characteristics, such as r(k), are used to calculate the next iteration of the

function describing the multi-channel grating structure q ) (z). To do this a spectral to

spatial domain algorithm is used. This process is similar to stage 14, except the new

values φ } and are used instead of the old values ψ 0) and zf . This approach has

been found to cause q(z) to assume an improved shape which is closer to qin"sel) (z) ,

thereby optimising the multi-channel grating structure.

After the first iteration, the characteristics of q ) (z) are assessed at stage 34. This may

be done, for example, by comparing q (∑) with the target grating structure q(l α' e°(z) . If

q{ ) {z) is sufficiently close to q(l 'sel) (z) , then q ) (z) is output as a function describing an



acceptable multi-channel grating structure and the process stops at stage 36. If q {z)

is not acceptable, then further iterations are performed at stage 38.

To perform further iterations, the process shown in figure 1 is repeated, replacing φ}0) ,

and qi2) (z) . New values for q{l 'sel) (z) , r (mtmm) (/c) , φ Mtrm) and z e"m) will also be

calculated during the next iteration. Figure 2 shows a generalisation of the iterative

process in which values for the (n+1 ) iteration are calculated using the value from the n

iteration. Each stage in the (n+1 ) iteration is as described above with respect to figure 1.

Each iteration results in new values for φ n) , and q(n) (z) which are used in the next

iteration (stage 40).

During iteration of the design method for the multi-channel grating structure, in the case

of the phase shifts φ, care need to be taken to avoid ramping effects related to 2π

periodicity. The problem arises because during numerical calculations, the phase shifts

are mapped on a 2π interval only (for instance, from - π to π ) . For example, if φ e"m) =

0.9/7 and φ n) = -0.9/7, then it appears that Aφ, = 1.8/7. However, this value should be

mapped back into the - n to π interval, resulting in Aφ, = 0.2/7. In other words, if

\A φ, \ > π , then 2π must be added or subtracted so that Aφ, lies within the - n to π

interval.

Depending on the application for the multi-channel grating structure, out of band

responses may be specified to be zero, or may be allowed to be arbitrary. If out of band

responses are required to be zero, then the specified reflection spectrum r(k) is used. If

out of band responses are not specified and can be arbitrary, then only the in band

portions of the specified reflection spectrum r(k) are used and for each iteration the out

of band portions of r 0 1 "" ) are concatenated to the lower and high frequency areas

o r(k).



The initial values (0) and z,(0) may be obtained using a number of different methods. A

method which has been found to be effective is to approximate the multi-channel grating

structure as:

where partial gratings K1(Z) are obtained from the individual channel spectral data

described in equation (3) using a spectral to spatial domain algorithm, for example

inverse-scattering methods or some analytical approximations. The shifts of the grating

central positions z, are directly related to the coefficients in equation (6) since:

if the normalisation convention described in J. Skaar, L . Wang, and T . Erdogan, "On the

Synthesis of Fiber Bragg Gratings by Layer Peeling", IEEE J. Quantum Electron. 37,

165-1 73 (2001 ) is used.

The approximated grating structure q{z) described in equation (14) has been found to

be useful for obtaining the initial values φ ) and zj 0) . This is because the approximation

q(z) of equation (14) is exact in the limit of weak gratings, where inverse scattering

analysis is essentially equivalent to a Fourier transform (i.e.: at the linear limit, where

the direct superposition provides an exact solution).

To find the initial values φ 0) and z using equation (14) a pre-optimisation process is

used. The process has been termed pre-optimisation because it is in effect a

preliminary optimisation process to obtain partially optimised values for φ, and ∑t .

These values are used as the initial values φ 0) and zj0) , and are optimised further

using the iterative process described with reference to figures 1 and 2 .



Pre-optimisation of φ, and z, is achieved by numerically searching for phase shift and

centre position values which meet certain criteria. One approach is to construct and

minimise a merit function which is related to the maximum refractive index value of the

grating structure q(z) described by equation (14). A preferred merit function measures

the difference between the integral area of q(z) and a target grating structure. To be

suitable, the target grating structure must have the same invariant area as q{z),

described by:

Functions with square like or bell like shapes may be used. A preferred target grating

structure is described by the slowly varying envelop of q(z):

Using equation (17), the merit function can be presented as:

( ) )= (18)

Equation (17) is minimised, under appropriately chosen constraints on the grating

length, using one of a number of suitable techniques, for instance the Powell algorithm,

simulated annealing or evolutional algorithms.

The convergence and calculation speed of the pre-optimisation procedure, together with

the quality of the final results, are significantly improved by providing the gradient of the

merit function. The gradient of the merit function described in equation (18) is:



where an asterisk denotes the complex conjugate, the prime symbol stands for the

derivative with respect to z and Re, Im stand for the real and imaginary parts of the

corresponding functions, respectively. Once all partial gratings κ,(z) and slowly varying

envelope q
slow

{z) profiles are calculated and stored, the calculation of merit function (18)

and its gradient (19) is a reasonably straightforward task.

A common problem associated with optimisation of any non-linear functional is a

stagnation of the searching procedure in a local (sub-optimal) minimum, rather than a

global minimum. To overcome this issue, a preferred approach for minimising the merit

function (18) is to use many repeated gradient searches with randomly chosen initial

conditions for φ, and ∑, . The number of repeat searches required to obtain a good

optimisation increases with the number of channels. The pre-optimised values for φ,

and z, which are obtained are used as the initial values for φ -
0) and z 0) in the

optimisation process described with reference to figures 1 and 2.

Although the present invention is described for one-dimensional grating structures, it is

directly applicable for the design of two-dimensional structures such as holographic

Bragg reflectors and their three-dimensional generalisations. In such cases, the spectral

optimisation is conducted using the algorithmic procedure of figures 1 and 2 , whereas

the design of spatial focusing curvatures may be done using conventional reflector

design approaches.

Figures 3(a) to (d) show a multi-channel grating structure designed according to the

methods described herein. As can be seen in figure 3(a) the reflection spectrum of the

multi-channel grating structure is substantially perfect. Figure 3(b) shows the group



delay of the grating structure which is also substantially perfect (i.e. fits the required

specifications substantially perfectly). Figure 3(c) shows a maximum refractive index

variation of around 10. This multi-channel grating structure can be contrasted with

figures 5(a) to (d) which show a multi-channel grating structure with the same reflection

spectrum designed using the procedure described in PCT/AU02/00307 which is

assigned to the Applicant. Figure 5(c) shows a maximum refractive index variation of

around 14, which is significantly greater than 10, and which does not represent a design

that can be realised in practical terms for most types of currently known grating

fabrication techniques.

Figures 4(a) to (d) show a multi-channel grating structure designed according to the

methods described herein. As can be seen in figure 4(a) the reflection spectrum of the

multi-channel grating structure is substantially improved and includes out of band

responses. Figure 4(c) shows a maximum refractive index variation of around 10. This

multi-channel grating structure can be contrasted with figures 6(a) to (d) which show a

multi-channel grating structure with the same in-band reflection spectrum designed

using the procedure described in PCT/AU03/00959. Figure 6(c) shows a maximum

refractive index variation of around 18, which is significantly greater than 10, and which

does not represent a design that can be readily realised in practical terms for most

types of currently known grating fabrication techniques.

A multi-channel grating structure designed using the above method may be created

using a number of known techniques. These techniques include, separately or in

combination, photo-induced refractive index variation in photo-sensitive waveguide

materials, etching techniques including etching techniques utilising a phase mask,

epitaxial techniques and lithographic techniques. A technique for writing the multi-

channel grating structure is briefly described with reference to figure 7.

Figure 7 shows an example experimental set up 50 for writing a multi-channel grating

52 into an optical fibre 54. The experimental set up 50 comprises an interferometer 56

which includes a first acousto-optic modulation 58 being operated under an acousto-

optic wave of a first frequency Ω, , as indicated by arrow 14. An incoming light beam 60

is incident on the first acousto-optic modulator 58 under a first order Bragg angle. The



operating conditions of the acousto-optic modulator 58 are chosen such that the

modulator 58 is under driven, whereby approximately 50% of the incoming beam 60 is

diffracted into a first order beam 62, and 50% passing through the acousto-optic

modulator 58 as an un-diffracted beam 64. The un-diffracted beam 64 is incident on a

second acousto-optic modulator 66 of the interferometer 56 under a first order Bragg

angle, whereas the beam 62 is not. Accordingly, the beam 62 passing through the

second acousto-optic modulator 66 without any significant loss.

The second acousto-optic modulator 66 is operated under an acousto-optic wave of a

frequency Q2, which propagates in a direction opposed the direction of the acousto-

optic wave in the first modulator 58 as indicated by arrow 68. After the second acousto-

optic modulator 66 the first order diffracted beam 70 and the beam 62 are frequency

shifted in the same direction (e.g. higher frequency), but by different amounts i.e. Ω, vs

Ω2 .

The beams 62, 70 are then brought to interference utilising an optical lens 72, and the

resulting interference pattern (at numeral 74) induces refractive index changes in the

photosensitive optical fibre 54, whereby a refractive index profile, i.e. grating structure

52, is created in the optical fibre 54. The optical fibre 54 is translated along the

interferometer at a speed v , as indicated by arrow 74.

The experimental set up 50 shown in figure 7 can be utilised to write a multi-channel

grating structure embodying a multi-channel grating design function obtained by the

design methods described herein. A controller (not shown), which may be implemented

as software running on a computer, provides suitable control of the first and second

acousto-optic modulators 58, 66, and control of the speed v at any particular time. The

multi-channel grating structure is written in a single process. The high spatial resolution

required to implement the multi-channel design of the preferred embodiment is achieved

in the set up shown in figure 7 by utilising optical lens 72, with the practical limit of the

beam size in the focal plane preferably being of the order of the waveguide core size.

The invention disclosed and defined in this specification extends to all alternative

combinations of two or more of the individual features mentioned or evident from the



text or drawings. All of these different combinations constitute various alternative

aspects of the invention.

The term "comprises" (or its grammatical variants) as used in this specification is

equivalent to the term "includes" and should not be taken as excluding the presence of

other elements or features.



The claims defining the inventions are as follows:

1. A method of designing a multi-channel grating structure having at least one

specified spectral characteristic in a photosensitive material, the multi-channel grating

structure having at least one free spectral characteristic which is not a specified spectral

characteristic, the method including:

a) providing an initial value for the or each free spectral characteristic;

b) providing an initial multi-channel grating function that describes an initial multi¬

channel grating structure by applying a spectral to spatial domain algorithm to the

at least one specified spectral characteristic using the at least one initial value;

c) providing a target multi-channel grating function which describes a target multi¬

channel grating structure in the photosensitive material;

d) providing an updated value for the or each initial value with reference to the

spectral characteristics of the target multi-channel grating function;

e) providing an updated multi-channel grating function which describes an updated

multi-channel grating structure in the photosensitive material by applying a

spectral to spatial domain algorithm to the at least one specified spectral

characteristic using the at least one updated value; and

f ) outputting, after at least one iteration of steps a) to e), the updated multi-channel

grating function to describe the multi-channel grating structure.

2 . The method of paragraph 1 wherein the process of determining the at least one

updated value includes:

determining an interim reflection spectrum of the target multi-channel grating

function by applying a spatial to spectral domain algorithm to the target multi¬

channel grating function; and



determining the at least one updated value with reference to the interim reflection

spectrum.

3 . The method of claim 1 or 2 , further including repeating, until the updated multi¬

channel grating function meets predetermined optimisation criteria, steps a) to e),

wherein the free spectral characteristics of step a) are taken from the updated multi¬

channel grating function of step e).

4. The method of claim 3, wherein the optimisation criteria relate to a comparison

between the target multi-channel grating function and the updated multi-channel grating

function.

5. The method of any one of the preceding claims, wherein the target multi-channel

grating function is provided with reference to the initial multi-channel grating function.

6. The method of claim 5 wherein target multi-channel grating function is provided

such that the target multi-channel grating function defines the same area as the initial

multi-channel grating function.

7 . The method of claim 5 wherein the target multi-channel grating function is

provided such that the target multi-channel grating function describes a target multi¬

channel grating structure which has the same phase profile as the initial multi-channel

grating structure.

8. The method of claim 5 wherein the target multi-channel grating function has a

maximum refractive index variation which is less than a maximum refractive index

variation of the initial multi-channel grating function.

9. The method of any one of the preceding claims, wherein the at least one free

spectral characteristic includes relative phases of a plurality of partial single channel

grating functions, each partial single channel grating function relating to one of the

channels of the multi-channel grating structure.



10. The method of any one of the preceding claims wherein the at least one initial

value includes initial relative phases of a plurality of partial single channel grating

functions, each partial single channel grating function relating to one of the initial multi¬

channel grating structure's channels.

11. The method of any one of the preceding claims wherein the at least one updated

value includes updated relative phases of a plurality of partial single channel grating

functions, each partial single channel grating function relating to one of the updated

multi-channel grating structure's channels.

12. The method of claim 11 wherein the updated relative phase relating to each of

the channels is provided with reference to the phase of a reflection spectrum of the

target multi-channel grating function in the centre of the channel.

13. The method of any one of the preceding claims wherein the at least one free

value includes relative centre positions of centres of a plurality of partial single channel

grating functions, each partial single channel grating function relating to one of the multi-

channel grating structure's channels.

14. The method of claim 13 wherein the at least one initial value includes initial

relative centre positions of centres of a plurality of partial single channel grating

functions, each partial single channel grating function relating to one of the initial multi¬

channel grating structure's channels.

15 . The method of claim 14 wherein the at least one updated value includes updated

relative centre positions of centres of a plurality of partial single channel grating

functions, each partial single channel grating function relating to one of the updated

multi-channel grating structure's channels.

16. The method of any one of claims 13-15 wherein the updated relative centre

positions relating to each of the channels are provided with reference to the group delay

of a reflection spectrum of the target multi-channel grating function in the centre of the

channel.



17. The method of any one of the preceding claims wherein the updated value for

each of the initial values is provided by taking a weighted sum of the initial values and a

corresponding spectral characteristic of the target multi-channel grating function.

18. The method of any one of the preceding claims wherein the initial value for each

free spectral characteristics is provided by:

providing an approximate multi-channel grating function which describes an

approximate multi-channel grating structure which is approximately the multi¬

channel grating structure, the approximate multi-channel grating function

representing a plurality of partial grating functions, each partial grating function

describing an initial partial grating structure in the photosensitive material and

representing the application of an exact spectral to spatial domain algorithm to a

single channel reflection spectrum function, each single channel reflection

spectrum function describing a portion of the at least one specified spectral

characteristic which relates to a single channel;

providing initial phase shifts for each of the initial partial grating functions for which

optimisation criteria are met, each initial phase shift being a phase shift of the

initial partial grating function relative to a reference phase; and

using the initial phase shifts as one of the initial spectral characteristics.

19. The method of claim 18, further including:

determining initial position shifts for each of the initial partial grating functions for

which optimisation criteria are met, each initial position shift being the position of a

centre of the initial partial grating structure described by the initial partial grating

function in the photosensitive material relative to a reference position; and

using the initial position shifts as one of the initial spectral characteristics.

20. The method of claim 19 wherein the optimisation criteria are such that a

maximum refractive index variation of the approximate grating function is reduced.



2 1 . The method of any one of the preceding claims wherein the updated multi¬

channel grating function which describes an updated multi-channel grating structure in

the photosensitive material is provided by applying a spectral to spatial domain

algorithm to the at least one specified spectral characteristic, using the at least one

updated value and a predetermined out of band reflection spectrum.

22. A method of designing a multi-channel grating structure in a photosensitive

material, the grating structure having specified spectral characteristics, the method

including:

providing a multi-channel grating design function which describes the multi-

channel grating structure, the design function representing a plurality of partial

grating functions, each partial grating function describing a partial grating structure

in the photosensitive material;

wherein, in said multi-channel grating design function:

each partial grating function represents the application of an exact spectral to

spatial domain algorithm to a single channel reflection spectrum function, each

single channel reflection spectrum function describing a portion of the specified

spectral characteristics which relates to a single channel;

at least one of the partial grating functions is phase shifted by a phase shift relative

to the other partial grating functions; and

at least one of the partial grating functions has a centre grating position in the

photosensitive material which is shifted by a position shift relative to the other

partial grating functions.

23. The method of claim 22 wherein at least one of the partial grating functions is

substantially different to the other partial grating functions.



24. A method of designing a multi-channel grating structure in a photosensitive

material, the grating structure having predetermined spectral characteristics, the method

including:

providing a multi-channel grating design function which describes the multi-

channel grating structure, the design function representing a plurality of partial

grating functions, each partial grating function describing a partial grating structure

in the photosensitive material;

wherein, in said multi-channel grating design function:

each partial grating function represents the application of an exact spectral to

spatial domain algorithm to a single channel reflection spectrum function, each

single channel reflection spectrum function describing a portion of the predefined

spectral characteristics which relates to a single channel;

at least one of the partial grating functions is phase shifted by a phase shift relative

to the other partial grating functions; and

at least one of the partial grating functions is different to the other partial grating

functions.

25. A multi-channel grating structure which is designed according to the method of

any one of the preceding claims.

26. A multi-channel grating structure with a profile of refractive index variation along

at least one dimension which is designed according to any one of claims 1 to 24.

27. A multi-channel grating structure with a profile of refractive index variation along

at least one dimension which represents a plurality of partial gratings functions in which:

each partial grating function represents the application of an exact spectral to

spatial domain algorithm to a single channel reflection spectrum function, each



single channel reflection spectrum function describing a portion of the predefined

spectral characteristics which relate to a single channel,

at least one of the partial grating functions is phase shifted by a phase shift relative

to the other partial grating functions; and

at least one of the partial grating functions has a centre grating position in the

photosensitive material which is shifted by a position shift relative to the other

partial grating functions.

28. The method of claim 27 wherein at least one of the partial grating functions is

substantially different to the other partial grating functions.

29. A non-spatially shifted multi-channel grating structure having a plurality (N) of

channels with at least some channels having substantially non-identical spectral

characteristics, wherein the maximum refractive index variation has an optimisation limit

proportional to the average maximum refractive index change for a single channel

grating structure and the square root of the number of channels N.

30. The non-spatially shifted multi-channel grating structure of claim 29 wherein the

optimisation limit of a non-spatially shifted multi-channel grating structure is defined by

the formula:

where: N = no of channels

An1 = maximum refractive index change for a multi-channel grating structure

∆ns
("v) = average maximum refractive index change for the corresponding partial

single channel grating structures.



3 1 . The grating structure of claim 29 or 30 wherein all of the channels have

substantially non-identical spectral characteristics.
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Each of the above mentioned groups of claims has a different distinguishing feature and they do not share any feature
which could satisfy the requirement for being a special technical feature, beyond the geneial device of a multi-channel
grating structure which is well known in the art, as in the applicant's prior application (WO 2004/01 1980 A l
(REDFERN OPTICAL COMPONENTS PTY LTD) 5 February 2004) Because there is no common special technical
feature it follows that there is no technical relationship between the identified inventions Therefore the claims do not
satisfy the requirement of unity of invention aprion
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